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Abstract 

In this paper, finite element analysis software ANSYS is used to build finite element model 
of cold bending process, and have numerical simulation analysis for the cold bending 
process. The whole pipe bending simulation is divided into 20 steps, each bending angle is 
about 0.35º and bending of the whole pipe is around 7º. Finally stress and strain distribution 
of cold bending pipe is obtained. Analyze dimension changes so as to provide a reference for 
producing cold bending pipe with high-quality and high-performance. 
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1. Introduction 

With increasing demand for energy in the twenty-first century, engineering construction of oil and 
gas pipeline also increases. Large diameter cold bending pipe with advantages such as high 

production efficiency, easy to use and low cost is widely used in oil and gas long-distance pipeline 
project, whose main role is to change pipeline route with a small angle to meet construction 

requirements of complex terrain area. Therefore, production of cold bending pipe has become one of 
the important processes in construction of oil and gas long-distance pipeline project. 

Mechanics process of cold bend molding is very complicated, and a large number of simplifying 
assumptions are needed when adopt analytic method to calculate, which would lead to the result that 

seriously deviates from actual value. While enormous human & material resources and time cost 
would be consumed if it proceeds with experimental method. Therefore, using computer simulation 

technology with rapid development to have numerical simulation analysis for molding process of cold 
bending pipe is an effective mean to solve this engineering problem. In this paper, large-scale finite 

element analysis software ANSYS is used to analyze cold bending process, and detailed stress and 
strain distribution of cold bend molding process is obtained, which provide some reference for 

subsequent molding test and production of cold bending pipe [ 1-2]. 

2. Technical overview of cold bending pipe 

For production of cold bending pipe, pipe bender applies bending moment on steel pipe in sections 
to produce certain plastic deformation, and molding angle accumulates gradually for each section so 

as to achieve designed bending angle. In bending process of cold bend, lift steel pipe with spreader 
to pass through front die, upper die and lower die successively at first before load into bending 

machine, then load into inner die, and place it on center position of upper die. Front die is used to 
ensure fixed position of cold bending pipe during bending process, which is also known as fixture; 

upper die is fixed in the middle of pipe bender and acts as a fulcrum; rising of lower die forces steel 
pipe to bend; inner die inside of the steel pipe withstands inner wall to prevent abnormal deformation 

during bending process. 
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Four major processing steps of cold bending pipe are shown in Figure 1: 1) move up front die 

vertically through cylinder A, and have initial contact with steel pipe. 2) Move up lower die vertically 
through cylinder B and master cylinder C, and have initial contact with steel pipe. 3) When bend 

pipes, keep lifting cylinder B still and move up lower die through master cylinder C, so that the steel 
will have certain plastic deformation. 4) When unload, remove load on steel pipe by moving down 

master cylinder C, and the steel pipe will have certain resilient deformation. Bend molding is 
completed within unit step after above four processing steps, so as to mold a small bending angle, i.e. 

single molding. Then move unit step of the pipe, and repeat four processing steps to complete bend 
molding again. Production of each cold bending pipe could not achieve desired bending angle until 

go through repeated bend molding [3-4]. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of cold bending 

3. Build finite element calculation model 

3.1 Mechanical property and constitutive relation of large diameter cold bend material 

The paper adopts X90 pipeline steel as main body of cold bending analysis. Elastic modulus of steel 
is 2.1 × 105MPa, and Poisson ratio is 0.3. Meanwhile according to GBT228-2010 Tensile Test 

Method of Metal Material, tensile stress - strain curve obtained by tensile test is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Tensile stress - strain curve of cold bending steel material 

According to actual working condition and mechanical property parameters of cold bending material, 
multi-linear isotropic hardening model (MISO) are adopted to define material property of cold 

bending pipe, and establish constitutive relation of cold bending pipe in ANSYS [5-7]. 

3.2 Build finite element model of cold bending pipe 

The length of simulated pipe in the paper is 12 meters - 2 meters of front straight section, 4 meters of 

back straight section and 6 meters of middle curved section. External diameter is 1219mm and wall 
thickness is 19.6mm. Model of 20-node solid element SOLID186 is adopted when analyze, and divide 

with hexahedral mesh. The dies are regarded as rigid body and pipe is regarded as soft body. Contact 
unit of dies and steel pipe is defined as target unit TARGE170, surface unit of contacted steel pipe is 

defined as contact unit CONTA174, and contact rigidity is taken as 0.1. Meanwhile as structure of 
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the model is symmetric, take 1/2 model to build model and analyze, and apply symmetry constraint 

on the plane of symmetry. Finite element model of cold bending pipe is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig.3 Finite element model of cold bending pipe 

3.3 Process parameters 

Whole pipe bending is divided into 20 steps, adopt equal step method to proceed, and length of step 

is 300mm. Apply displacement load on lower die during bending process, and single-step bending 
load is divided into three load steps to have transient dynamic analysis. Time curve of displacement 

load is shown in figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4 Time curve of displacement load 

4. Results and analysis 

4.1 Finite element analysis of the first bending of cold bending pipe 

Displacement analysis in Y direction 

Displacement distributions in Y-direction before and after rebound of the first bending are shown in 

Figure 5 and 6. It can be seen from the figures that the maximum displacement in Y direction before 
rebound is 473mm, while the maximum displacement in Y-direction after rebound is 26mm. The 

rebound is more apparent after unload. 

   
Fig. 5 Displacement distributions in Y direction before rebound of the first bending 
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Fig. 6 Displacement distributions in Y direction after rebound of the first bending 

Analysis of stress and strain 

           
Fig. 7 Distribution nephogram of equivalent stress after the first bending 

 
Fig. 8 Overall strain contour map after the first bending 

Figure 7 is distribution nephogram of equivalent stress of cold bending pipe after the first bending. It 
can be seen from the figure that the maximum Mises equivalent stress distributes near the inner die 

and the maximum value is 264MPa. The stress is widely distributed, which approaches 1/3 of the 
entire pipe. Figure 8 is overall strain contour map of cold bending pipe after the first bending. It can 

be seen from the figure that strain of bending pipe distributes in the position from center of upper die 
to front end of lower die, and the length of deformation zone is about 1000mm. At the same time 

residual stress and strain of the first bending will affect the follow-up bending. 

4.2 Finite element analysis of follow-up bending of cold bending pipe 

Before next bending, input material parameters and geometry deformation data of the last bending, 

and adjust position among cold bending pipe and dies to ensure that the non-bending end is in 
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horizontal position for each bending. Input previous stress and strain data, and finally proceed next 

bending. Stress and strain results of final bending are shown in Figure 9 and 10. 

  
Fig. 9 Distribution nephogram of equivalent stress after the 20th bending 

 
Fig. 10 Distribution nephogram of overall strain after the 20th bending 

It can be seen from stress distribution of the following bending that residual stress moves back with 
bending continues after rebound and the bending angle of the whole pipe is increasing gradually. 

Each bending angle is about 0.35º and bending of the whole pipe is around 7º, which are in line with 
technical requirements of production of cold bending pipe. 

4.3 Dimensions analysis of cold bending pipe 

Analysis of rebound angle  

The rebound angle change of cold bending pipe is shown in Table 1. It can be seen from the table that 

bending angle of each step of bending is around 0.3º-0.4º, which meet the requirements of technical 
specifications of cold bending pipe that bending angle of each step is 0.3º-0.5 º. Meanwhile bending 

rebound angle in middle section is tending towards stability, and bending rebound angles of the first 
and the last few times increase. The resulted phenomenon is related to change of bending position 

and its own gravity of cold bending pipe [8]. 

Table 1 Rebound angle of cold bending pipe 

 
The 2nd 

time 
The 4th time The 6th time The 8th time The 10th time 

Bending angle 
before unload 

  (°) 
3.32 3.32 3.32 3.32 3.32 

Bending angle 

after unload 
'  (°) 

0.396 0.347 0.326 0.365 0.363 

Rebound 

angle   (°) 
2.924 2.973 2.994 2.955 2.957 
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The 12th 

time 
The 14th 
time 

The 16th 
time 

The 18th 
time 

The 20th 
time 

Bending angle 

before unload 
  (°) 

3.32 3.32 3.32 3.32 3.32 

Bending angle 
after unload 

'  (°) 
0.362 0.362 0.361 0.312 0.299 

Rebound 

angle   (°) 
2.958 2.958 2.959 3.008 3.021 

Ovality analysis 

 
     Fig. 11 Cross-section of cold bending pipe 

Cross sections of cold bending pipe are shown in Figure 11. Select three sections which are 100mm 
far from nozzle, and measure its horizontal diameter Dmin and vertical diameter Dmax, which are 

shown in Table 2. 

It can be calculated that the ovality in three sections are 0.79%, 0.77% and 0.76% respectively 

according to computational formula max minc= 100%
D D

D


 , which meet requirements of technical 

specifications of cold bending pipe that the ovality of nozzle should not exceed 0.8%. 

Table 2 Diameter of three sections which is 100m far from the nozzle 

 1 2 3 Average value 

maxD （mm） 1223.8 1223.6 1223.6 1223.7 

minD (mm) 1214.2 1214.2 1214.3 1214.2 

maxD - minD  9.6 9.4 9.3 9.5 

3.3.3 Wave Analysis 

Wave height and distance between adjacent troughs of cold bending pipe after each bending is shown 

in Table 3. It can be seen from the table that wave height of the whole pipe is about 1.50mm and 
distance between adjacent troughs is around 400-500mm, which meet requirements of technical 

specification of cold bending pipe that wave height shall not higher than 3mm and distance between 
two troughs shall be more than 150 times of wave height. 
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Table 3 Wave height and distance between adjacent troughs 

 The 1st time The 6th time The 10th time 
The 16th 

time 
The 18th time 

Wave height 

h (mm) 
1.62 1.51 1.54 1.36 1.22 

Distance f 

(mm) 
425 399 399 450 499 

3.3.4 Analysis of wall thickness reduction 

During bending process of cold bending pipe, the outer arc of bending pipe is thinner due to stretch. 

The maximum reduction of wall thickness is maxC =1.37% according to formula of wall thickness 

reduction 
0 1

0

C
 




 (in which 0 is wall thickness before bending, and 1  is wall thickness of outer 

arc after bending), which meet requirements of technical specification of cold bending pipe that the 
wall thickness reduction shall be less than 10% [9]. 

5. Conclusion 

Numerical simulation of cold bending pipe during cold bending process could be achieved by finite 

element analysis software ANSYS. 

Residual stress of single-step bending for cold bending pipe is widely distributed, which is about 1/3 

of the whole pipe. Strain generated by bending pipe distributes in the position from center of upper 
die to front end of lower die, and the length of deformation zone is around 1000mm. 

Bending rebound angle in middle section is tending towards stability, and bending rebound angle of 
the first and the last few times increase, which is related to change of bending position and its own 

gravity of cold bending pipe. 

Dimension of cold bending pipe simulated by process parameters in the paper is within specified 

range, and meet acceptance criteria of cold bending pipe. 
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